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The oxidation state or oxidation number, is a value assigned to a chemical We will write a custom essay on Chemistry
revision notes specifically for you.

This means that, metallic magnesium has an oxidation number of zero, and chlorine in Cl2 form has an
oxidation state of zero. Ionic bonds form when a metal reacts with a non-metal. Key facts : 1. Covalent bonds
form between atoms of non-metal elements. Expand your topic knowledge using the textbooks and department
notes: aim to develop a good, detailed understanding of each topic. The extra electron is free to conduct an
electric current and the phosphorus-doped silicon becomes a conductor called n-type. The oxidation state or
oxidation number, is a value assigned to a chemical species which represents its actual or nominal electrical
charge. The electrical conductivity of semiconductors increases with increasing temperature. Updated daily,
weekly. Achieving temperatures near absolute zero is difficult and costly so application of superconduction at
these temperatures is impractical. Provide five reasons. An electron from a neighbouring atom can move in to
occupy this vacancy. Mercury metal is a liquid at room temperature. The sum of all the oxidation numbers in a
compound have to be equal to zero. Superconductors 1. Metals are good conductors of heat and electricity and
are solids at room temperature. The sum of all the oxidation states in a complex ion is the same as the charge
on the ion. Preparing topics for Unit 1 1. None of the trademark holders are affiliated with this website. For
simple ionic compounds, the oxidation state of the single atom ions is simply the charge on the ions. Make
sure that you have read and understand the safety rules written in your lab text and that you understand the
safety rules written in your lab text and that you understand any safety rules or guidelines given by your
instructorâ€¦ Words - Pages 5 Euthanasia Revision Notes Essays Euthanasia Revision Notes Euthanasia also
known as mercy killing, is the act of deliberately ending a person's life to relieve suffering.


